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Wh- Questions

Wh- word
Do/
Does

S V
Base

1. What

do

I do after breakfast?

2. Where you eat lunch?

3. When we leave work?

4. What time they come home?

5. Why
does

he live in Jakarta?

6. Who(m) she call on Sunday?



ANSWERS

1. You get dressed after
breakfast.

2. I eat lunch in the school
cafeteria.

3. We leave work at 5:00.
4. They come home at 6:00.
5. He lives in Jakarta because

he works there.
6. She calls her mother on

Sunday.

SHORT ANSWERS

1. You get dressed.
2. In the school

cafeteria.
3. At 5:00.
4. At 6:00.
5. He works there.
6. Her mother



Wh- questions about the subject

Wh- word Verb

Who wears t-shirt?

What costs a lot?

ANSWERS

Tom’s friends (do).

Tom’s t-shirt (does).



♥ Wh- questions give information & can’t be
answered with a yes or no.

♥ Most wh- q. in the s.p.t begin with a
question word followed by do or does
followed by the subject & V base.

♥ Do not use do or does when who or what
begins a question about the subject.
e.g. Andy speaks English
Who speaks English?

NOT who does speak English?



♥ Always use the 3rd person singular form of
the verb who or what begins a question
about the subject.
e.g. Who speaks English? Andy does.

What comes before d? A, b, and c do.

In Pronunciation we use falling intonation for wh- questions.



♥ Who asks questions about a subject.
e.g. Dony (S) plays tennis.

Who plays tennis? Dony does.
Who asks questions about an Object in
informal English.
e.g. Aryo meets Andy (O).

Who does Aryo meet? Andy.
Whom asks questions about the O in formal
English.
e.g. The lecturer greets his students.

Whom does the lecturer greet?



Read each sentence. Write a question that the underlined words
answer.

1. Alya wakes up at 5:00.
When does Alya wake up?

2. Alya’s school begins at 7:00
3. Alya eats lunch in the canteen.
4. Alya eats fried chicken & french fries for

lunch.
5. Alya & Barli go to the park after school.
6. Alya & Barli meet Andy & Dony at the park.
7. Alya plays tennis in the park.


